WINTER TERM 2021

Normally, in each module 1-5 there are 10 ECTS in sum for the winter and summer term. You may, however, reduce the workload in one or more modules to 9 or at least 8 ECTS in return for earning more ECTS in the remaining modules. Winter and Summer School together count for 10 ECTS.

This document contains a list of suggested courses. You can also search for further courses in the Online Course Directory: https://ufind.univie.ac.at/en/index.html

There is in particular a wide range of courses in German language. However, please be aware that in case you find interesting courses which are not on this list, you have to check with me and the course lecturers if your participation as an EMGS student is possible. Please read our instruction carefully: https://global-studies.univie.ac.at/course-registration/

Online registration for all courses

(before semester start, online for every course at the Website of the respective Study Program (SPL), watch deadlines); if you missed registration, reach out to the professors teaching your course.

• VO (lecture course): no limit of participants. You also have to register for the exam.

• SE, KU, GR, PS, EXK (courses for a limited number of actively participating students): please be aware that courses from other departments often limit participation for students from other disciplines.

Teaching Language: English (unless other languages are specified)

FIRST STUDY YEAR

Module 1: Introduction to Global History (10 ECTS per year)

• Obligatory in the winter term: 070216 VO Introduction to Global History, 5 ECTS, Berthold Unfried

070032 UE Guided Reading Global History - Travelers along the Silk Roads, 5 ECTS, Francesca Fiaschetti

070166 UE Foreign Languages in Historical Science - The Pacific Region, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer and Katharina Arnegger

070292 UE Reading Course Global History. History Reading: Global Food Supply Chains 16ct.-20ct., 5 ECTS, Martina Kaller

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 2: Theories of Global History (10 ECTS per year)

• Obligatory in the winter term: 070224 VO Theories and Methods of Global History, 5 ECTS, Jelena Dureinovic and Goran Music

150020 VO Intercultural Negotiation Patterns, 4 ECTS, Kate Walker
180205 VO The Story of Economic Ideas: Economic Theories and Methodological Positions. Part I, the 19th century, 5 ECTS, Alexander Linsbichler

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 3: Methods of Global History I (10 ECTS per year)**

- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer term: Working Skills in Global History:
  070343 UE Working Skills in Global History, 4 ECTS, Martina Kaller
- Obligatory either in the winter or in the summer term: UE Theories and Methods of Global History und Global Studies:
  070225 UE Course on Methodology - Theories and Methods of Global History und Global Studies, 5 ECTS, Jelena Dureinovic and Goran Music

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 4: Global History by Regions (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any region**

- Region: Africa
  143144 SE Health Humanities: Discourses on Public Health in Africa and its Diasporas, 8 ECTS, Adams Bodomo
  143169 KU Lockdowns: Detention, Repression and Punishment in African Colonial History, 6 ECTS, Anais Angelo
  - Region: The Americas
  070234 VO Kulturgeschichte des euro-atlantischen Raumes im globalen Kontext: Europas maritime Expansion, 5 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy and Andreas Obenaus (in German)
  210105 VO M4: SpezialVO Internationale Politik und Entwicklung. Einführung in die sozialwissenschaftliche Lateinamerikaforschung, 4 ECTS, Tobias Boos and Anna Preiser (in German)
  240037 VO Einführung in die Kultur- und Sozialanthropologie Mesoamerikas, 3 ECTS, Patricia Zuckerhut (in German)
  - For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Region: Asia
  060022 SE Israeli Cinema as Cultural History: Israeli History on the big and on the small screen (in English, German, Hebrew) (knowledge of Hebrew and Arabic are of advantage), 8 ECTS, Frank Stern and Verena Hanna
  142083 UE Rethinking the Body in South Asia - Imagination, Representation, and Practice, 5 ECTS, Borayin Larios
  150025 PS Anthropological perspectives to the study of the family and the state in contemporary China (M2 PR), 6 ECTS, Liisa Kohonen
150089 VU East Asian Hotspots: Economy, Politics and Society of North Korea, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank
150113 PS Taiwan: Youth under martial law (1949-1987) (with film) (M2 GG), 6 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky
150122 VU Strategic Gaming in the South China Sea, 4 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Martin Mandl
240036 VO The anthropology of India and South Asia: An introduction, 3 ECTS, Manuela Ciotti
  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory
  • Region: Europe

070065 VO Weitere Zugänge - Politisches Denken in Russland 1500-2020, 5 ECTS, Wolfgang Mueller (in German)
070234 VO Kulturgeschichte des euro-atlantischen Raumes im globalen Kontext: Europas maritime Expansion, 5 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy and Andreas Obenaus (in German)
070246 SE Seminar - Gendered artistic practices in Central and South-Eastern Europe, 8 ECTS, N.N.
090054 PS Greek film narratives during the Cold War, 6 ECTS, Maria Stassinopoulou (in English and German)
090056 SE The refugee question in Greece after 1923, 8 ECTS, Maria Stassinopoulou (in English and German)
  • For more courses, see Online Course Directory

**Module 5: Thematic Aspects of Global History I (10 ECTS per year): choose freely from any thematic aspect**
  • Culture and Society

010033 VO Advanced Course Theological Ethics II : Sexual Ethics, 3 ECTS, Nenad Polgar
070262 VO Lecture series - Corona as an interdisciplinary challenge, 5 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy (in German)
090052 UE The Objects of Thinking: Literature, Philosophy, Materiality, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula
142083 UE Rethinking the Body in South Asia - Imagination, Representation, and Practice, 5 ECTS, Borayin Larios
233060 UE Science in Society Laboratories, 10 ECTS, Fredy Alberto Mora Gàmez and Bao-Chau Pham
240072 FS FM1 - Forschungsseminar (Teil 1) – Forschungsdesign. Covid-19 und Indigene Völker, 5 ECTS, René Kuppe (in German)
- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- History

060026 SE Bible and Antisemitism - Antisemitic Readings of the Bible from the Beginnings until Today, 8 ECTS, Armin Lange

070176 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History - Indigenous Peoples, Genocide, and Crimes against Humanity, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

070211 SE Forschungsseminar Globalgeschichte - Cybernetic Revolution from a Global history Perspective, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

180205 VO The Story of Economic Ideas: Economic Theories and Methodological Positions. Part I, the 19th century, 5 ECTS, Alexander Linsbichler

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Law, policy, International Relations and Development

030161 KU International and European Environmental Law, 3 ECTS, Markus Peter Beham

030227 SE Indigenous Legal Studies - Genocide, Ethnocide and Ecocide, 4 ECTS, René Kuppe

030359 KU Selected Issues of International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 3 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek

030479 KU International Law and the Use of Force. From Self-Defense to the Responsibility to Protect, 3 ECTS, Ralph Janik

040057 KU International Trade Law (MA), 4 ECTS, Ralph Janik

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Gender, Nutrition & Development, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory
SECOND STUDY YEAR

Module 7: Theories of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

150020 VO Intercultural Negotiation Patterns, 4 ECTS, Kate Walker
180205 VO The Story of Economic Ideas: Economic Theories and Methodological Positions. Part I, the 19th century, 5 ECTS, Alexander Linsbichler

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 8: Methods of Global History II (10 ECTS per year)

- Obligatory:
  070218 SE Master's Thesis Seminar - Graduate College Global History and Global Studies. Graduate College 1, 5 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

Module 9: Global History by Regions II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one region

- In modules 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter or the summer term!

070176 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History - Indigenous Peoples, Genocide, and Crimes against Humanity, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

070211 SE Research Seminar Global History - Cybernetic Revolution from a Global history Perspective, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

143144 SE Health Humanities: Discourses on Public Health in Africa and its Diasporas, 8 ECTS, Adams Bodomo

143169 KU Lockdowns: Detention, Repression and Punishment in African Colonial History, 6 ECTS, Anais Angelo

- Region: The Americas

070234 VO Kulturgeschichte des euro-atlantischen Raumes im globalen Kontext: Europas maritime Expansion, 5 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy and Andreas Obenaus (in German)

210105 VO M4: SpezialVO Internationale Politik und Entwicklung. Einführung in die sozialwissenschaftliche Lateinamerikaforschung, 4 ECTS, Tobias Boos and Anna Preiser (in German)

240037 VO Einführung in die Kultur- und Sozialanthropologie Mesoamerikas, 3 ECTS, Patricia Zuckerhut (in German)

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Region: Asia
060022 SE Israeli Cinema as Cultural History: Israeli History on the big and on the small screen (in English, German, Hebrew) (knowledge of Hebrew and Arabic are of advantage), 8 ECTS, Frank Stern and Verena Hanna

142083 UE Rethinking the Body in South Asia - Imagination, Representation, and Practice, 5 ECTS, Borayin Larios

150025 PS Anthropological perspectives to the study of the family and the state in contemporary China (M2 PR), 6 ECTS, Liisa Kohonen

150089 VU East Asian Hotspots: Economy, Politics and Society of North Korea, 4 ECTS, Rüdiger Frank

150113 PS Taiwan: Youth under martial law (1949-1987) (with film) (M2 GG), 6 ECTS, Astrid Lipinsky

150122 VU Strategic Gaming in the South China Sea, 4 ECTS, Alfred Gerstl and Martin Mandl

240036 VO The anthropology of India and South Asia: An introduction, 3 ECTS, Manuela Ciotti

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

• Region: Europe

070065 VO Weitere Zugänge - Politisches Denken in Russland 1500-2020, 5 ECTS, Wolfgang Mueller (in German)

070234 VO Kulturgeschichte des euro-atlantischen Raumes im globalen Kontext: Europas maritime Expansion, 5 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy and Andreas Obenaus (in German)

070246 SE Seminar - Gendered artistic practices in Central and South-Eastern Europe, 8 ECTS, N.N.

090054 PS Greek film narratives during the Cold War, 6 ECTS, Maria Stassinopoulou (in English and German)

090056 SE The refugee question in Greece after 1923, 8 ECTS, Maria Stassinopoulou (in English and German)

• For more courses, see Online Course Directory

Module 10: Thematic Aspects of Global History II (10 ECTS per year) – specialize in one aspect

• In modules 9 or 10 choose a research seminar (10 ECTS) in the winter term or the summer term!

070176 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History - Indigenous Peoples, Genocide, and Crimes against Humanity, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

070211 SE Research Seminar Global History - Cybernetic Revolution from a Global history Perspective, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

• Culture and Society
010033 VO Advanced Course Theological Ethics II : Sexual Ethics, 3 ECTS, Nenad Polgar


070262 VO Lecture series - Corona as an interdisciplinary challenge, 5 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy (in German)

090052 UE The Objects of Thinking: Literature, Philosophy, Materiality, 5 ECTS, Vasiliki Dimoula

142083 UE Rethinking the Body in South Asia - Imagination, Representation, and Practice, 5 ECTS, Borayin Larios

233060 UE Science in Society Laboratories, 10 ECTS, Nina Klimburg-Witjes and Mora Gàmez

240072 FS FM1 - Forschungsseminar (Teil 1) – Forschungsdesign. Covid-19 und Indigene Völker, 5 ECTS, René Kuppe (in German)

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- History

060026 SE Bible and Antisemitism - Antisemitic Readings of the Bible from the Beginnings until Today, 8 ECTS, Armin Lange

070176 SE Research Seminar Applied Global History - Indigenous Peoples, Genocide, and Crimes against Humanity, 10 ECTS, Friedrich Edelmayer

070211 SE Research Seminar Global History - Cybernetic Revolution from a Global history Perspective, 10 ECTS, Andrea Komlosy

180205 VO The Story of Economic Ideas: Economic Theories and Methodological Positions. Part I, the 19th century, 5 ECTS, Alexander Linsbichler

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory

- Law, policy, IR and development

030161 KU International and European Environmental Law, 3 ECTS, Markus Peter Beham

030227 SE Indigenous Legal Studies - Genocide, Ethnocide and Ecocide, 4 ECTS, René Kuppe

030359 KU Selected Issues of International Law and Development. Human Rights, Institutions, International Economic Law, 3 ECTS, Koloman Roiger-Simek

030479 KU International Law and the Use of Force. From Self-Defense to the Responsibility to Protect, 3 ECTS, Ralph Janik

040057 KU International Trade Law (MA), 4 ECTS, Ralph Janik

330002 SE Nutrition in Developing Countries. Gender, Nutrition & Development, 3 ECTS, Friederike Bellin-Sesay

- For more courses, see Online Course Directory